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Magellan radar images of Venus reveal radar-dark (low cross-section) parabolic streaks assoc~ated with a 
small fraction of impact craters. The streaks have axes oriented east-west, opening to the west, and typically display 
low emisivity as well as low backscatter (1). They are interpreted as deposits of fine-grained ejecta carried to the 
west from the impact site by the planet's zonal winds. In ref. (1) and elsewhere they are described as being found 
within + 30' of the equator. I describe one certain and one possible parabolic streak on Lakshmi Planum, at 
latitudes near 600 north, suggesting that the previous claim of latitudinally restricted distribution is incorrect. 

The certain parabolic streak is associated with crater Magnani (latitude +58O, longitude 337') (see Figure 
1, bottom). The streak is best seen as an east-west dark band on Lakshmi Planum itself in F-MIDR 60n334. 
Magnani itself lies south-east of the eastern end of the streak, in Clotho Tessera, at about the same elevation as the 
streak itself (F-MIDR 55n337). Between the crater and the streak lies the 2 km high ridge of Danu Montes. Within 
Clotho Tessera itself there is a band of tessera terrain with a slightly lower backscaner than the surroundings, arcing 
south and then west from a point just east of Magnani. I interpret this as the remainder of the parabolic streak 
associated with Magnani. Either the usually radar-bright tessera terrain is blanketed with ejecta, or more likely every 
small depression in the complex topography (at all scales including smaller than the effective radar resolution of c. 
120 m) is partly filled with ejecta. Ejecta falling on slopes is probably mixed with local material to some extent by 
mass wasting. The arc of radar-dark material crosses Danu Montes at longitude 3380, probably accounting for a 
slightly lower radar brightness and, more significantly, a substantially elevated emissivrty. In ref. (1) the emissivity 
of Danu Montes is shown to drop significantly, as expected of terrain at high elevations, but the lowest values are 
found near longitude 335', on the north side of the ridge, and do not extend to terrain of equal elevation at longitude 
3380. 1 suggest that the ejecta from Magnani blankets the high terrain (or at least fills depressions in high terrain) 
at longitude 3380, raising its emissivrty enough to cancel the usual reduction at that elevation. At longitude 335' the 
ejecta may be plastered on the south side of the steep ridge, accounting for the northerly offset of low emissivity 
from the highest terrain. I attribute the difference in behaviour at the two longitudes to the geometry of the expanding 
plume of ejecta. At longitude 338' the dark parabola itself is draped over Danu Montes. At longitude 335' the 
Montes are in the interior of the parabola, and are more likely to be affected by ballistic, not wind-blown, ejecta. If 
these interpretations are correct, Magnani is likely to be a very recent crater (perhaps only a few tens of million years 
old). If Magnani were older, mass wasting or chemical weathering might be expected to have entirely erased any 
effects of the deposition of ejecta on Clotho Tessera or Danu Montes. 

The uncertain parabolic streak is associated with crater Zlata on the eastern rim of Sacajawea Patera at 
latitude +65', longitude 333O (Figure 1, top). Zlata lies on the broad annulus of fractures surrounding Sacajawea. 
On the relatively unfractured plains to the north-west a ragged dark streak extends from the fracture annulus to a 
remnant of tessera terrain. Another part of the streak may be found on the west side of the block of tessera. The 
streak is faintly visible on the zone of annular fractures northwest of Zlata, in the same way that the Magnani streak 
is visible within Clotho Tessera. To the south the situation is more uncertain. A very radar-dark deposit occurs at 
latitude +63', longitude 3 3 3 O .  This has been interpreted as a volcanic complex on the basis of both Venera (2) and 
Magellan (3) images. There is no obvious evidence of volcanism within the radar-dark unit in Magellan images, and 
a more reasonable interpretation would be a dark 'shadow' formed by the impact of a body which disintegrated in 
the atmosphere above this point (as described in ref. 4 for other locations on Venus). It is possible, but perhaps 
unlikely, that this is simply part of the Zlata parabolic streak. Similar streaks nearer the equator are often quite 
asymmetrical. A brighter zone extending from the interior of Sacajawea Patera into Lakshmi Planum through this 
area, visible in Venera and Magellan images (unit Cpm in ref 3) is probably a large flow from Sacajawea itself, 
predating the fractures and the dark deposit. Running from the dark patch described above across the zone of 
annular fractures to the very edge of the interior plains of Sacajawea is a slightly darker region. It is shown with a 
question mark in Figure 1 (top). This is interpreted as a dark flow in ref. 3. It may as plausibly be interpreted as 
another section of the Zlata streak. If so, parts of the streak southeast of the crater itself are probably buried under 
the interior plains of Sacajawea. The stratigraphic relationships suggest the following chronology: (oldest first): (a) 
tesserae; (b) Lakshmi Planum flows; (c) bright flows from Sacajawea; (d) annulus of fractures; (e) Zlata impact: 
(f) interior plains of Sacajawea, and dark 'shadow' caused by minor impact (if not part of Zlata streak). 

If the Magnani streak occurred on the near-equatorial plains, as do most parabolic streaks observed early 
in the first cycle, it would be immediately apparent. The significance of the Magnani streak is (a) that such parabolic 
features are not, as first thought, restricted to regions within 30' of the equator - that is probably an artifact of 
distribution of tesserae which make the streaks less visible, and available surface area at different latitudes; and (b) 
that there is no high elevation physical or chemical process which prevents the streaks from forming. The Magnani 
streak does not display significantly reduced emissivity as do the low latitude examples. This may be related to 
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target materials, since the low emissiv~ty streaks occur in plains while the Magnan~ rrnpact occurred in tesserae which 
have a higher emissivity at the surface and so may do at depth The Zlata streak is small and like other small 
streaks (e.g, at latitude +2€i0, longitude 355' lust northwest of Gula Mons) does not show up in emisslv~ty data It 
may be possible to probe variations in emissivity at depth between target mater~als using these streaks 
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Figure 1. Sketch maps o f  the  regions around craters Zlata (top) and Magnani (bottom). 
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